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 Mobile gold nanoparticle clusters

encapsulated into hollow silica
spheres.
 The hollow spheres assembled in a
specific space by external electric
fields.
 Reversible control over the assembled
and dispersed states of the hollow
spheres.
 Raman intensities depending on the
assembled states of the hollow
spheres.
 The hollow spheres providing
compartments to keep the clusters
colloidally stable.
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a b s t r a c t
Assembly of plasmonic nanoparticle clusters having hotspots in a specific space is an effective way to efficiently utilize their plasmonic properties. In the assembly, however, bulk-like aggregates of the nanoparticles are readily formed by strong van der Waals forces, inducing a decrease of the properties. The
present work proposes an advanced method to avoid aggregation of the clusters by encapsulating into
a confined space of hollow silica interior. Hollow spheres incorporating gold nanoparticle clusters were
synthesized by a surface-protected etching process. The observation of inner nanoparticles with liquid
cell transmission electron microscopy experimentally proved that the nanoparticles moved as a cluster
instead of as dispersed nanoparticles within the water-filled hollow compartment. The hollow spheres
incorporating the nanoparticle clusters were assembled in the vicinity of electrodes by application of
an external AC electric field, resulting in the enhancement of Raman intensities of probe molecules.
The nanoparticle-cluster-containing hollow spheres were redispersed when the electric field was turned
off, showing that the hollow silica spheres can act as a physical barrier to avoid the cluster aggregation.
The Raman intensities were reversibly changed by switching the electric field on and off to control the
assembled or dispersed states of the hollow spheres.
Ó 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Abbreviations: Au NPs, gold nanoparticles; LSPR, Localized surface plasmon resonance; SERS, Surface-enhanced Raman scattering; TEOS, tetraethyl orthosilicate; PMBA,
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1. Introduction

2. Materials and methods

Nanoparticles (NPs) smaller than 100 nm exhibit physical and
chemical properties different from those of bulk materials. In particular, noble metal NPs such as silver and gold NPs, which are
plasmonic NPs, are well known to exhibit unique properties (e.g.
catalytic [1], magnetic [2], optical [3], and sensing properties [4]).
A localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), in which light of
specific wavelengths excites a collective oscillation of conduction
band electrons, is a typical phenomenon of these NPs. One application of this, Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), has
received enormous interest since it was discovered in the 1970s
[5,6]. Because strong Raman intensities are obtained from molecules neighboring NP surfaces, SERS is a promising phenomenon
for developing highly sensitive sensors, particularly targeting biomolecules [7,8]. These properties of plasmonic NPs are explained
by the following mechanism: oscillation of the conduction band
electrons of the NPs is induced by light irradiation, and the oscillation generates a local electric field on the NP surface [9,10]. The
intensity of the induced electric field near the surface of a plasmonic NP is enhanced at interstices between neighboring NPs at
so-called ‘‘hotspots,” as compared to the near-fields of individual
NPs [11,12].
To efficiently utilize this collective property of plasmonic NPs
(e.g. enhancement of Raman intensities [13–15], light trapping
behaviors in solar cells and photocatalysts [16,17], and optical
magnetism in metamaterials [18,19]), assembly of the NPs in a
confined space is required [20]. Top-down approaches [21–26]
such as lithography and bottom-up approaches [26–28] such as
template-assisted self-assembly of the NPs have been employed
to assemble the NPs on a substrate. Assembly of NPs can be
dynamically controlled in a liquid phase using external stimuli.
Solution pH and temperature, light, electric fields, and magnetic
fields have been the focus of attention in recent years [20,29]. An
external AC electric field is a powerful tool to assemble the NPs
because it has many controllable parameters to modify the assembled states of NPs such as field strength, frequency, and application
time.
Our previous report [30] demonstrated that Au NP clusters with
different sizes were formed in a liquid phase by application of an
electric field. The plasmonic properties of the Au NP clusters were
strongly correlated with the number of Au NPs in the clusters. A
high frequency field induced the formation of small clusters which
successfully enhanced Raman intensities, showing that formation
of clusters with a limited number of the Au NPs is useful to
improve their properties. However, strong van der Waals forces
between the clusters readily form bulk-like aggregates, inducing
a decrease of the specific plasmonic properties of nano-sized
particles.
The NPs dispersed in a medium, meanwhile, are preferred for
sensing applications since all the NP surfaces are exposed and
can efficiently combine with the targeting molecules. Additionally,
Haes and co-workers [31,32] demonstrated that solution-phase
measurement for SERS exhibited high reproducibility, resulting in
a quantitative detection. In the present work, therefore, Au NP
clusters with a limited number are intentionally encapsulated into
a hollow silica sphere to keep them from aggregating in the liquid.
Silica is chosen as encapsulating material for its high colloidal stability and high processability. Encapsulating the NPs into hollow
spheres is also a useful way to keep the NP surfaces free from direct
contact with other materials [33–36]. Assembled and dispersed
states of the hollow silica spheres incorporating the Au NP clusters
in water are controlled by switching an external AC electric field
ON/OFF. Plasmonic properties of the dispersion are compared
between conditions in the presence and the absence of the electric
field.

2.1. Materials
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Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate(III) tetrahydrate (HAuCl4･4H2O,
99.9%), trisodium citrate dihydrate (Na-cit2H2O, 99%), 4mercaptobenzoic acid (PMBA, >95.0%), tetraethyl orthosilicate
(TEOS, 95%), aqueous ammonia solution (NH3, 25 wt%), and ethanol
(99.5%) were purchased from FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chemical
Corporation (Osaka, Japan). Polyethylenimine (PEI, MW :
~25,000 g/mol) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Tokyo, Japan).
Water was deionized in advance (>18.2 MX cm).
2.2. Overview of the particle synthesis
Fig. 1 illustrates the synthesis scheme of hollow silica spheres
incorporating multiple Au NPs (m-Au@hSiO2). Au NPs modified
with PMBA, probe molecules for Raman measurement, were coated
with silica (m-Au@SiO2) (i). The surfaces of m-Au@SiO2 were then
modified with the cationic polymer PEI (ii), and finally etched with
water at 50 °C (iii). The detailed procedures of each synthesis are
described in the following.
2.3. Synthesis of silica spheres incorporating Au NPs
Citrate-stabilized Au NPs with a size of 32 nm were synthesized
according to previous reports [37,38]. To enable the investigation of
the relation between assembled states of the hollow spheres incorporating Au NP clusters and Raman intensities, the citrate-stabilized
Au NPs were first modified with PMBA as a Raman tag [39]. The
PMBA-modified Au NPs were employed for the direct silica coating
previously reported by our group [40]. The details of the synthesis
procedure for the silica coating are given in Fig. S1. In order to control the number of Au NPs incorporated into a silica sphere, the concentration of Au NPs was tuned by the initial concentration of Au3+
in the synthesis reaction for Au NPs. Silica particles incorporating a
single Au NP and those incorporating multiple Au NPs, synthesized
at Au NP concentrations of 0.31 mM and 0.42 mM, respectively, are
referred to as Au@SiO2 and m-Au@SiO2, respectively. The concentrations of elements measured with ICP-MS are summarized in
Table S1 in the Supporting Information.
2.4. Synthesis of hollow silica spheres incorporating Au NPs
The hollow silica spheres incorporating Au NPs were synthesized by a ‘‘surface-protected etching process [41–44],” which is
a procedure for the synthesis of hollow silica spheres using polymer with high molecular weight, PEI [43]. An ethanol solution of
PEI was mixed with the ethanol solution of (m-)Au@SiO2 in a vial
by sonication for 15 min. The vial was transferred to a water bath,
and then stirred at 35 °C for 30 min. The concentrations of PEI and
(m-)Au@SiO2 particles were 10 g/L (approximately 0.4 mM) and
5.3  104 vol%, respectively. After centrifugation the (m-)
Au@SiO2 particles modified with PEI were redispersed in water.
The aqueous suspension was stirred at 50 °C for 15 h, after which
the particles were washed twice more with water. Hollow silica
spheres incorporating a single Au NP and those incorporating multiple Au NPs are referred to as Au@hSiO2 and m-Au@hSiO2,
respectively.
2.5. Measurement of Raman spectra under application of an external
AC electric field
Fig. 2 shows the schematic procedure for Raman measurement
of (m-)Au@hSiO2 aqueous suspensions to which an external AC
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Fig. 1. Synthesis scheme of a hollow silica particle incorporating multiple Au NPs (m-Au@hSiO2).
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Fig. 2. Schematic procedure of Raman measurement under application of an AC electric field.

field was applied during the measurement. Each suspension, with a
concentration was 0.15 vol%, was sealed in a glass capillary (VitroCom, Miniature Hollow Glass (1 mm  1 mm)) with a UV glue. An
external AC field was applied to the Au NP suspension with a function generator (HP 33120A) and amplifier (Krohn-Hite, 7602 M).
The electric field strength (peak to peak) was measured via a digital
oscilloscope (Tektronix, TDS3052). The Raman spectra of PMBA
were measured via a confocal Raman microscope (Renishaw, inVia)
under the application of an AC field at 1 kHz and the field strength
for 50 V/mm. Measurement with a 50X objective lens was performed using a 633 nm laser with a 5 mW incident power and
an integration time of 10 s.

2.6. Observation of Au NPs incorporated into a hollow silica sphere
The mobility of Au NPs contained within a hollow silica sphere
filled with water was observed with liquid cell transmission electron microscopy (LCTEM) the concept of which was proposed by
Williamson et al. in 2003 [45]. The details of LCTEM are presented
in the Supporting information.

2.8. Characterization
Synthesized particles were observed with a FE-TEM (Hitachi,
HD-2700). UV–Vis spectra of the particle suspensions were measured with a UV–Vis spectrometer (Hitachi, U-3900). Under the
application of an electric field, UV–Vis spectra of the suspensions
were measured with another UV–Vis spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Agilent Cary 8454). The volume-averaged diameter (dV)
and the coefficient of variation of particle size distribution (CV)
were calculated using equation (1) and (2), respectively.

dV ¼

X
hP

CV ¼

3

ni di =

X 1=3
ni

i1=2
P
P
2
fdi  ð ni di = ni Þg
P
P
 100
ni di = ni

ð1Þ

ð2Þ

where ni is the number of particles with diameter di which were
determined by measuring more than 200 particles in TEM images.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Silica spheres incorporating Au NPs

2.7. Calculation of the intensity of electric fields induced between Au
NPs in a hollow sphere
The light-induced electric fields induced between Au NPs in a
hollow silica sphere were calculated with a finite element method
(FEM) using COMSOL MultiphysicsÒ (version 5.3). In the calculation, the sizes of the Au NP, the hollow silica sphere, and thickness
of the hollow silica shell were assumed as 30 nm, 186 nm, and
5 nm, respectively. The distance between Au NPs was 1 nm, which
was assumed because of the approximate size of the PMBA molecules [46]. The details of the calculation are shown in the Supporting information.

Fig. 3(a) and (c) show TEM images of silica spheres incorporating Au NPs acquired at different Au NP concentrations of 0.31 mM
and 0.42 mM, respectively. The distributions of the number of Au
NPs incorporated into a silica sphere were estimated by counting
more than 200 particles in the TEM images (Fig. 3(b) and (d)).
Almost 90% of the silica spheres contained a single Au NP in the
case of 0.31 mM (Au@SiO2), whereas approximately 40% of the silica spheres encapsulated multiple Au NPs with different numbers
ranging 2–10 in the case of 0.42 mM (m-Au@SiO2). It was difficult
that the number of Au NPs incorporated into the silica spheres was
exactly controlled due to random slow coagulation of the NPs in
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Fig. 3. TEM images of (m-)Au@SiO2 and the number distributions of Au NPs in a silica particle prepared at different Au NP concentrations of 0.31 mM (a, b) and 0.42 mM (c, d).
All scale bars are 300 nm.

the synthesis. The TEM images of silica spheres incorporating
Au NPs synthesized with other Au NP concentrations
(0.21–0.38 mM) are shown in Fig. S5. Interestingly, most Au NPs
in the silica sphere formed chain-like structures (see again
Fig. 3(c)). This is presumably due to the electrostatic repulsion
between the NP chains and surrounding NPs. According to previous
reports [47–49], the electrostatic repulsion force of the sides of the
NP chains can be bigger than the ends of the chain, resulting in the
formation of the chain-like structures rather than clusters.
The UV–Vis spectra of individual Au NPs, Au@SiO2, and
m-Au@SiO2 are presented in Fig. 4. The extinction peaks of the
aqueous suspensions of silica coated Au NPs (solid lines) were
red-shifted compared to dispersed Au NPs (dashed line). The redshift can be explained by considering the difference in refractive
index between the silica shells (n = 1.45) and water (n = 1.33) surrounding the Au NPs [39,50–52]. Both Au@SiO2 and m-Au@SiO2
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Fig. 4. UV–Vis spectra of aqueous suspensions of Au NPs (dashed black line),
Au@SiO2 (black line), and m-Au@SiO2 (pink line). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

exhibited almost the same extinction peak at approximately
542 nm, whereas the spectrum of m-Au@SiO2 also showed a second peak at wavelengths longer than the first peak wavelength.
This indicated that hotspots were created between the Au NPs in
the hollow silica spheres in the case of m-Au@SiO2.
3.2. Hollow silica spheres incorporating Au NPs
The TEM images of the hollow silica spheres obtained after the
selective etching of Au@SiO2 and m-Au@SiO2 using PEI are shown
in Fig. 5(a) and (b). The average diameter (dV) of Au@hSiO2 and mAu@hSiO2 particles were 151 nm and 186 nm, respectively. The silica shell thickness of the hollow spheres was approximately 5 nm,
which was estimated from the TEM images. Because PEI can protect the outer surface of the silica shell, the inner part of silica
spheres can be selectively removed in water. The solution pH of
the aqueous suspension of PEI-modified Au@SiO2 measured before
the etching process was approximately 10, suggesting that inner
silica shells can be dissolved in the basic solution [53].
Fig. 5(c) shows UV–Vis spectra of aqueous suspensions of
Au@hSiO2 and m-Au@hSiO2. The extinction peaks were both at
approximately 530 nm, which was almost the same as for dispersed Au NPs in water, meaning that the inner part of silica
spheres was successfully removed. The Au NPs are probably close
to each other inside the hollow sphere even after the etching process because the spectra of m-Au@hSiO2 broadened to longer
wavelengths similar to those of m-Au@SiO2 shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5(d) presents Raman spectra of PMBA measured in aqueous
suspensions of Au@hSiO2 and m-Au@hSiO2. Even though PMBA
was chemically anchored to Au NP surfaces in the synthesis process, no specific peaks of PMBA were observed from Au@hSiO2
whereas several peaks were observed in the presence of mAu@hSiO2 (see Table S2 for the details). This suggests that incorporation of multiple Au NPs into hollow spheres can enhance the
SERS effect due to the hotspots created between multiple Au NPs,
even if the total concentration of m-Au@hSiO2 in solution was
low (0.15 vol%).
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are shown in Fig. S6 in the Supporting information. The same irradiating wavelength as the laser for Raman spectroscopy, 633 nm,
was used for this calculation. The maximum intensity of the
electric field at the interstice of the Au dimer was more than
300 V/m (see Fig. S4), much higher than that at a single Au NP
(approximately 4.5 V/m), which suggested that hotspots were
created between Au NPs in the cluster. Because the LSPR
wavelength of the Au NP tetramer is longer than that of the dimer
[54], the intensity of the induced electric field between NPs in the
tetramer was approximately 200 V/m, which was lower than that
of the Au NP dimer. Almost 20% of the hollow spheres were encapsulating Au NP dimers in the synthesis condition for m-Au@hSiO2
(see again Fig. 3(d)), and thereby the SERS effect can be efficiently
enhanced for 633-nm light.
3.5. Assembling Au NP clusters encapsulated into hollow spheres by an
external electric field

Fig. 5. TEM images of Au@hSiO2 (a) and m-Au@hSiO2 (b). All scale bars are 300 nm.
UV–Vis spectra of (m-)Au@hSiO2 (c) and Raman spectra of PMBA in the presence of
(m-)Au@hSiO2 (d).

3.3. Observation of the mobility of Au NPs incorporated into a hollow
silica sphere in water
Fig. 6 shows stills of Movie S1 observed with LCTEM for multiple Au NPs inside a hollow silica sphere in water. As shown in the
movie and in the stills, two connected Au NPs moved as one Au NP
cluster within the confines of the hollow sphere, instead of as two
separate Au NPs. Four Au NPs in a hollow sphere in the same Movie
S1 also exhibited the movement as a cluster, which is probably
held together by strong van der Waals interactions. This result is
in agreement with the UV–Vis spectra in Fig. 5(c), which featured
a peak at longer wavelengths (600–800 nm) due to plasmonic coupling between the Au NPs is present within the hollow
compartment.
3.4. Finite element calculations on the light-induced electric field
enhancement between the Au NPs incorporated into a hollow sphere
To provide computational evidence for the creation of hotspots
between the Au NPs in the clusters, the electric fields between the
Au NPs in the hollow sphere induced by light were calculated using
COMSOL MultiphysicsÒ. Fig. 7(a) to (c) show the induced electric
fields surrounding a single Au NP, Au NP dimer, and tetramer,
respectively. The induced electric fields between clusters consisting of Au NPs with different numbers and assembled structures

Assembling the Au NPs incorporated into hollow spheres in an
even more confined space allows enhancing and tuning of their
collective properties. Here, an external electric field was applied
to the aqueous suspension of (m-)Au@hSiO2 to locally gather the
particles, and Raman intensities acquired under the electric field
were investigated. Fig. 8(a) and (b) show Raman spectra of PMBA
acquired under an electric field at 50 V/mm (1 kHz) in the presence
of Au@hSiO2 and m-Au@hSiO2, respectively. Weak PMBA peaks
were observed in the case of Au@hSiO2 after 10 min of the field
application, whereas the intensities of the specific peaks clearly
increased more with application time in the case of m-Au@hSiO2
as shown in Fig. 8(b). It shows that the electric field-assisted
assembling of the Au NP clusters was effective for the enhancement of Raman intensities because of the hotspots created
between the NPs.
The enhancement of Raman intensities is mainly caused by the
dielectrophoretic force, which can capture dispersed particles near
electrodes in a liquid phase [55–57]. Fig. S7 shows optical microscopy images of the aqueous suspension of (m-)Au@hSiO2 in the
vicinity of the electrode and the central part of the glass capillary,
taken 10 min after application of the electric field at 50 V/mm.
Although the hollow spheres were too small to be clearly distinguished with the optical microscope, the concentrated assemblies
of (m-)Au@hSiO2 were clearly observed near the electrode after
switching on the electric field. Fig. S8 shows UV–Vis spectra of
the aqueous suspensions of (m-)Au@hSiO2 acquired with electric
field during 10 min. The extinction peaks around 530 nm gradually
weakened during this period of time due to dielectrophoresis of
the (m-)Au@hSiO2 toward the electrodes. However, no peak shifts
were observed in the spectra, suggesting that no hotspots were
created between the Au NP clusters incorporated into different hollow spheres. The results revealed that distinct Raman peaks can be
acquired by increasing the number density of the Au NP clusters in
an area onto which the laser of Raman spectroscope was focused.

time
Fig. 6. Snapshots of a movie capturing the movement of two Au NPs in a silica sphere observed with LCTEM. Dashed lines show the hollow silica sphere.
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Fig. 7. EM images and electric field mappings induced by irradiation of light at 633 nm. Hollow silica spheres incorporating Au NP monomer (a), dimer (b), and tetramer (c).

Fig. 8. Raman spectra of PMBA observed under application of an electric field at 50 V/mm at 1 kHz for different application times ranging from 0 to 10 min in the presence of
Au@hSiO2 (a) and m-Au@hSiO2 (b).

In the present work, the probe molecules, PMBA, were chemically anchored on the Au NP surface in advance to investigate
the relationship between the assembled state of m-Au@hSiO2
and the effect of the Raman enhancement. The proposed method
to efficiently utilize the collective properties of the NPs using
external electric fields can be employed for practical applications
such as biosensors by encapsulating the NP clusters within hollow
silica shells having large pores permeable by the probe molecules.

3.6. Reversible increasing concentration of hollow silica spheres
encapsulating Au NP clusters by dielectrophoresis
The external electric field was switched ON/OFF several times to
examine the reversibility of the process. As shown in Fig. 9(a), distinct peaks of PMBA were acquired after field application for
10 min, and the peak enhancement was repeatedly observed by
switching the electric field ON/OFF. This supports that the hollow
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Fig. 9. Raman spectra of PMBA observed with and without application of an electric field of 50 V/m at 1 kHz (a). The spectra at ON states were measured after 10 min of field
application. The spectra at OFF states were measured 30 min after turning off the electric field. Schematic diagrams of the transition between the dispersed state and locally
assembled state of m-Au@hSiO2 in water (b).

silica spheres incorporating Au NPs disperse again even once the
hollow spheres were attracted close to each other by the external
electric fields (see the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 9(b)). The
reversible transition between the assembled states and the dispersed states of the hollow particles can be quickly induced by
switching the electric field ON/OFF, which is an advantage in the
present work over other methods using sedimentation or centrifugation for particle assembly.
The reversibility of the transition between the assembled and
dispersed states of the Au NP clusters in hollow silica compartments showed that the hollow spheres, having a high colloidal stability, can act as a physical barrier for avoiding further aggregation
of the NP clusters. Our previous report [30], which demonstrated
the difficulty of maintaining the dispersed state of the NP clusters
in suspension, supports that the compartmentalization of unstable
NP clusters within hollow shells can be a promising way to keep
them stable in the liquid. The stabilized clusters with plasmonic
hotspots that can be reversibly concentrated by electric field gradients can lead to the development of reusable nanomaterials such
as sensing devices and batteries.
4. Conclusions
Hollow silica spheres incorporating gold nanoparticles were
synthesized by a surface-protected etching process using
polyethylenimine. Approximately 40% of the hollow spheres
encapsulated multiple gold nanoparticles with numbers varying
from 2 to 10. Observation with liquid cell transmission electron
microscopy proved that multiple gold nanoparticles moved as a
cluster instead of as dispersed nanoparticles inside the hollow
sphere. Synthesis of hollow spheres incorporating a single
nanoparticle [58–61] or dispersed multiple nanoparticles [62] have
been previously reported by other research groups. The present
work succeeded in encapsulation of mobile nanoparticle clusters
into hollow silica spheres for the first time. The nanoparticlecluster-containing hollow spheres were asembled in the vicinity
of electrodes by application of an external electric field, resulting
in enhancement of Raman intensities of probe molecules. The
assembled hollow spheres were redispersed by turning off the
electric field. The Raman intensity observed after the turning off
the electric field was similar to that observed before the application of the electric field. It revealed that the Raman intensities
depended on the number density of the nanoparticle clusters in a
specific space. The assembled and dispersed states of the hollow
spheres were reversibly controlled by switching the electric field
on and off, indicating that the hollow spheres provided nano-

sized compartments to keep the nanoparticles clusters dispersed
in a liquid. Encapsulating the nanoparticle clusters into hollow silica spheres is a promising way for the clusters to physically avoid
being aggregated during concentrating the clusters by using external stimuli such as electric fields and magnetic fields.
In order to acquire their uniform plasmonic properties from the
nanoparticle clusters encapsulated in hollow spheres, the number
of nanoparticles in a cluster needs to be accurately controlled. Plasmon resonance wavelengths of the clusters depend on the number
of the nanoparticles in a cluster. Because light with appropriate
wavelengths for the clusters can be employed, the hollow spheres
with incorporating the clustered nanoparticles highly controlled
are promising materials for various applications (e.g. photothermal
therapy, bio sensing, optics, and batteries).
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Appendix A. Supplementary material
Movie of the LCTEM observation of Au NP clusters incorporated
into hollow silica spheres in water (Movie 1). Mass of each element
of (m-)Au@SiO2 measured by ICP-MS (Table S1), and Raman peaks
of PMBA acquired in the aqueous suspension of m-Au@hSiO2
(Table S2). The detailed synthesis procedure of (m-)Au@SiO2
(Fig. S1), a schematic of the setup of the LCTEM (Fig. S2), the
dimension of a Au NP dimer incorporated into a hollow silica
sphere for FED calculations (Fig. S3), electric field mappings and
calculated intensity of the fields between Au NPs induced by irradiation of light at 633 nm (Fig. S4), the TEM images of (m-)Au@SiO2
synthesized by adjusting Au NP concentrations ranging from 0.21
to 0.38 mM (Fig. S5), and electric field mappings between Au NPs
in various clusters induced by irradiation of light at 633 nm
(Fig. S6). Optical microscope images of the aqueous suspensions
of (m-)Au@SiO2 and UV-Vis spectra measured after the application
of the electric field for 10 min (Figs. S7, S8). The electric field mapping between the hollow silica spheres incorporating Au NP dimers
(Fig. S9). Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcis.2020.01.094.
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